The Automation Tool for LanTraffic V2 software allows editing and executing scenarios to control and set parameters of the LanTraffic V2 software on the same PC.

A scenario is a succession of commands and instructions.

A command is used to set parameters and/or activate a function of the LanTraffic V2 software. For example the ‘Set and Start connection(s)’ command helps to set parameters for IP connections and to start the traffic on these connections. With such command, you specify the IP address, port number, protocol, packet size, inter packet delay, duration… and you start the traffic generation for these connections.

An instruction is used by the Automation Tool to realize an internal process. For example, the ‘Wait Date/Time’ instruction suspends the scenario execution up to the specified date and time before to continue.

By using the Automation Tool for LanTraffic V2, you can perform many tasks:
- set automatically the parameters for the Sender and Receiver
- start and stop IP connections based on timers
- execute the planned operations in accordance with your own timing
- automate the repetitive tests operations
- simplify the tests reproduction
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